
DIII-D Frontier Science Runtime
• FES has funded an additional week of DIII-D operation in FY2017 and 

FY2018 for fundamental plasma science experiments

• Goal:  provide access to high-temperature (collisionless, high Lundquist 
number, etc) magnetized plasma for studying important processes 
relevant to, e.g., space and astrophysical plasmas

• Access to parameter regime and size not available in single-PI scale 
devices or in intermediate scale user facilities (e.g. LAPD, Big Red Ball)

• Hope to increase engagement with university programs; attract users 
outside the traditional laboratory plasma physics/fusion community to 
FES facilities



FY17 & FY18 Experiment Selection Process 

• DIII-D FS Committee:  Troy Carter (Chair FY18), Richard Buttery, 
Cary Forest,  Greg Howes, Mark Koepke, Bill Heidbrink, Jan Egedal, 
Bill Daughton, John Sarff, George McKee, Don Spong, Carlos Paz-
Soldan

• First two years, committee reached out to the community & 
solicited proposals

• Committee wanted to identify experiments that would address 
important fundamental science topics but also were well aligned 
with DIII-D capabilities and had a high likelihood of success

• Submitted proposals were voted on by the committee and a 
recommendation for run time allocation was made



FY17 Selected Proposals
• Self-organization of Unstable Flux Ropes - Universal 

Structures in Space/Astrophysical Plasmas: Paolo 
Piovesan (Consorzio RFX)

• Impact of Magnetic Perturbations on Turbulence – 
Zonal Flow Interactions and Saturation:  John Sarff (U. 
Wisconsin)  (Invited Talk Zach Williams PI2, Wednesday 
Afternoon)  

• Alfvén/Whistler Fluctuations and Runaway 
Electrons: Don Spong (ORNL)  (Invited 2017 DPP)

• Self-consistent Chaos in Magnetic Field Dynamics: F. 
Skiff (Iowa)



FY18 Selected Proposals
• EMIC waves in multi-ion DIII-D Plasmas:  C. Kletzing 

(Iowa), S. Vincena (UCLA),W. Heidbrink (UCI)  (G. Degrandchamp 
has poster on this experiment: NP11.00120)

• Alfvén/Whistler Fluctuations and Runaway 
Electrons: D. Spong (ORNL) (Poster from new data K. Gage 
NP11.00118)

• Generation of positrons in DIII-D P. Aleyinkov (IPP)

• Reconnection Physics and Two Fluid MHD 
Tests Through Sawtooth Behavior: W. Fox (PPPL)



Two DIII-D FS Experiments address physics important 
to Earth’s Radiation Belts

• Radiation belts:  population of trapped, energetic 
electrons (relativistic) and protons

• Significant interest in fundamental physics 
controlling these populations (processes that 
lead to energization and scattering/loss); also 
significant interest in controlling/remediating 
these populations 

• Wave-particle interaction physics is key: 
Whistler waves and Electromagnetic Ion 
Cyclotron (EMIC) waves play important roles 
in energizing and scattering radiation belt 
particles



Two DIII-D FS Experiments address physics important 
to Earth’s Radiation Belts

Figure 5 presents experimental evidence of whistler
marginal stability boundaries. In Fig. 5(a) a sequence of
whistlers is stabilized by increasing the magnetic field,
starting at lower frequencies and propagating to higher
frequencies. Figure 5(b) indicates a stability threshold in
runaway intensity, as measured by hard x-ray levels.
Whistler stability models [9,10] have attributed linear
thresholds to collisional damping effects.
The successive stabilization of whistler frequency bands

in Fig. 5(a) is roughly consistent with the anomalous
Doppler resonance. As the magnetic field increases, the
anomalous Doppler resonance shifts to higher energy. The
measured energy spectrum of runaway-produced gammas is
shown in Fig. 6 for several times in the discharge of Fig. 5(a),
indicating an upper energy that increases in time (from ∼12
to 17 MeV as time varies from 3.75 to 4.75 sec). This lags
behind the resonant energy upshift (leading to stability for
B≳ 1.6 T) if one considers runaways with vk=v≲ 0.9.
Runaway driven whistler thresholds have been analyzed

[10] for ITER.While the collisionality will become high for
the postdisruption phase, such modes can remain unstable
if Te remains above a minimum value. Reference [10]
predicts such instabilities are viable for ITER if Te >
22 eV; this leaves a significant operational range in which
runaways can destabilize whistlers.
Nonlinear dynamics.—A typical spectrogram of whistler

mode activity is shown in Fig. 7 along with several channels
of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and indicators of low
frequency n ¼ 1 MHD activity. The signals in Fig. 7(a)
show an intermittent behavior, with strong whistler activity
over multiple frequency lines, followed by periods with
strong suppression. As indicated by the arrows extending
from Figs. 7(a) to 7(b), some of the drops in whistler activity
are preceded by abrupt increases in the higher frequency
ECE amplitudes. Since these ECE channels measure
perpendicular energy in moderate energy runaways, the
rapid increases are indicative of the nonlinear dynamics
of the whistler instability and its feedback on the runaway
electron distribution function. It is known from other

laboratory and ionospheric measurements that whistlers
induce pitch angle scattering of relativistic electrons [8,6].
The remaining drops in whistler amplitude are correlated

with n ¼ 1 sawtooth activity, as indicated by the gray
shaded bars on the lower part of Fig. 7(b). These are
associated with opposite variations in the 83.5 and
92.5 GHz channels, implying energy transfers occur from
inside to outside of the q ¼ 1 surface. The sawtooth
correlations imply the runaways are located near q ¼ 1
close to the plasma center. Centrally localized runaways
were also inferred from bremsstrahlung data.
The question remains as to the role of different regions of

the runaway electron phase space in the destabilization and
saturation of whistler instabilities. Resonance evaluations
(e.g., Fig. 4) show that waves in the measured frequency
range of 100 to 200 MHz can be excited either by high
energy vk=v ∼ 1 runaways through the anomalous Doppler
resonance, or by moderate energy low vk=v runaways
through the Cherenkov resonance. The cyclic behavior
of Fig. 7 indicates correlations between the perpendicular
energy of moderate energy runaways (ECE intensity) and
whistler waves. Since the anomalous Doppler resonance
couples transit and cyclotron frequencies, it provides a path
for conversion from parallel to perpendicular energy.
Recent runaway-whistler quasilinear simulations [23] have
confirmed that these instabilities can produce nonthermal
ECE by anomalous Doppler scattering, although taking
into account higher frequency whistlers than those mea-
sured here. The extension of these measurements to higher
frequencies is a topic for future research.
Conclusions.—Unstable whistler waves driven by run-

away electrons have been observed in theDIII-D tokamak in

FIG. 7. Time evolution of (a) 100–200 MHz magnetic fluc-
tuation power spectra; (b) ECE intensity at 83.5, 92.5, 109.5,
111.5, and 113.5 GHz. Dashed arrows in (b) are times at which
the ECE and whistler amplitudes peak; solid arrows in (a) are
times at which whistler amplitudes drop. The gray shaded bars
are intervals of n ¼ 1 sawtooth activity.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of runaway generated hard x-ray gamma
energy spectrum for discharge No. 171089 of Fig. 5(a). Whistlers
were present for t¼ 3.75, 4.25, and absent for t¼ 4.75 sec.
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What’s Next?  Possible Runtime in FY20
• Due to DIII-D LTO, no plan for FS runtime process for FY19 

• FES may support runtime in FY20

• Question to the community: does it make sense to continue (what is the 
level of interest in this runtime (can potentially gauge by asking for 
proposals))  — should take stock of FY17, FY18 results

• Need to move to open process (either proposal solicitation or open ROF-
like process) for selection of run time


